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Abstract
A new method for the preliminary design of con-
trolled space structures is presented. The method
coordinates standard finite-element structural anal-
ysis, multivariable controls, and nonlinear program-
ruing codes and allows simultaneous optimization of
the structures and control systems of a spacecraft.
Global sensitivity equations are a key feature of this
method.
Tile preliminary design of a generic gcostationary
platform is used to demonstrate the nmltidisciplinary
optimization method. Fifteen design variables are
used to optimize truss-member sizes and feedback-
gain values. The goal is to reduce the total mass of
the structure and the vibration control systenl while
satisfying constraints on vibration decay rate. Incor-
porating the nonnegligible mass of actuators causes
an essential coupling between structural design vari-
ables and control design variables.
The solution of the deinonstration problem is
an important step toward a comprehensive controls-
structures integrated design capability. Use of global
sensitivity equations helps solve optimization prob-
lcnls that have a large number of design variables
and a high degree of coupling between disciplines.
Introduction
Future NASA missions will include large space
structures with control systems to damp ()tit vii)ra-
tions excited by pointing maneuvers. Preliminary de-
sign of these spacecraft is complicated by a high de-
gree of coupling between the control and structural
analyses. Specifically, changes in the structure im-
pact the control system design by inodifying both
the plant to be controlled and the expected exci-
tation. At the same time, changes in the control
system impact the structural design by modifying
the number, mass, and location of actuators. The
preliminary design of controlled space structures is
one aspect of a much broader program called the
NASA Controls-Structures Interaction (CSI) Tech-
nology Program (ref. 1).
The CSI program encompasses a variety of
research areas. The primary objectives of the pro-
gram are (1) to develop analytical methods that char-
acterize the performance of controlled space struc-
tures, (2) to develop controls-structures integrated
design (CSID) methods, and (3) to improve ground
test methods to better predict on-orbit system per-
fornmnce and validate the analytical methods. The
first objective not only emphasizes the interaction
between the structure and various control systems
but also quantifies the performance benefits and op-
erational restrictions that result from this interac-
tion (refs. 2 and 3). The second objective exploits
advances in structural analysis, multivariable con-
trol, and multidisciplinary optimization for the pre-
liminary design of large, flexible spacecraft (refs. 4
to 8). The third objective emphasizes hardware im-
plementation and determines the validity of analyt-
ical assumptions. Thus, this objective requires new
methods for accurate static and dynamic modeling
of structural and control system hardware, innova,
rive and physically realizable control strategies, and
new methods for experimental system identification
and verification (refs. 2, 3, and 9).
Research in CSID has grown during the past.
10 years, hfitial research studied the mechanisms
that link structural characteristics to controlled per-
formance by using simplified models and control the-
ory. Reference 4 contains a survey of this work
and concludes that strongly coupled CSID problems
need attention. Recent research considered prelim-
inary design problems that are complex enough to
capture the most important characteristics of de-
sign problems associated with actual mission hard-
ware. For example, researchers at NASA Langley
I/esearch Center have developed mathematical opti-
mization procedures that successfully reduce surface
distortion errors h)r large space antennas (ref. 5), tai-
lor structures and control systems for reduced power
consumption (ref. 6), and improve the fine-pointing
pertbrnmnce of large space platforms while reducing
mass (refs. 7 and 8).
The research reported in this paper addresses
problems for which there is implicit coupling between
structural design variables and control design vari-
ables. These optimization problems arc challenging
because they involve eigenvalue solvers and transient
response analyses, which can be computationally ex-
pensive. Moreover, these analyses must be iterated
until all structural and control response quantities
converge.
The current research is unique because it coordi-
nates commercial structural analysis codes,
nmltivariable control codes, and optimization codes
using the UNIX command language. This method
can also be adapted for a variety of optimization
problems associated with controlled space struc-
tures. The optimization method builds on recent ad-
vances in multidisciplinary analysis and optimization
(refs. 10 to 12). Two key features of this research are
the division of the system engineering problem into
subproblems and the use of general-purpose anal-
ysis and optimization computer software for pre-
liminary design studies. Because the disciplinary
analysesare tightly coupled,the globalsensitivity
equations(GSE)areusedto calculateglobalderiva-
tivesof the responsequantitieswith respecto the
designvariables.(Seeref. 10.)Forcompleteness,the
GSEapproachiscomparedwithamoreconventional
approach.
Tile exampleusedto illustratethe optimization
methodis the preliminarydesignof the structure
anda vibrationsuppressioncontrollerfor a geosta-
tionaryplatfornlsubjectedto slewingmaneuvers.In
this problem, truss-inember sizes and controller gains
are chosen to mininfize spacecraft Inass, which in-
cludes vii)ration control actuator mass. The mass
of the vibration control actuators is a parameter
that influences the spacecraft dynamic characteris-
tics and a control system parameter that determines
the maxinmm torque available fi)r vibration suppres-
sion. Thus, the structural and control analyses are
coupled by the presence of the nonnegligible actuator
mass.
This paper develops and demonstrates a new
technique for CSID. The design procedure is sum-
marized, and alternative approaches for calculating
global derivatives are discussed. The reference con-
tiguration and the optimization problem are pre-
sented with a brief discussion of the coupled disci-
plinary mmtyses. Typical results are presented, and
a comparison between the GSE approach and a con-
wmtional approach is given.
Symbols
CEC
CPU
CSI
CSID
EAL
Gp, Gr
and Abbreviations
collocated elastic control
central processing unit
controls-structures interaction
controls-structures integrated design
Engineering Analysis Language
position- and rate-gain matrices
used to define collocated elastic
control law
GSE
g
I/O
J
_lact
global sensitivity equations
vector of 12 design variables used to
define C:,p and Gr nmtrices
input and output
spacecraft inertia nmtrix, kg-m 2
total mass of vibration suppression
actuators, kg
total mass of truss structure, kg
n number of modes used in reduced-
order model of spacecraft
obj objective fimction
r vector of three design variables used
to define radii of truss-element cross
section, m
v vector of design variable values
associated with a specific stage in
optimization procedure
x arbitrary design variable, x E {r, g}
y arbitrary constraint fllnction
c_ distance between points in design
space
required vibration decay rate
,k 2n x 1 vector of closed-loop eigen-
values, rad2/see 2
3 x n mode-slope nmtrix that
contains rotational components
of structural eigenvectors; super-
script 0 indicates maneuver actu-
ator location and superscripts 1
and 2 indicate first and second
vibration-suppression-act uator
locations
w 2 'n x 1 vector of natural eigenvalues
of the structural model, rad2/sec 2
Multidisciplinary Optimization
Procedure
CSlD Method
There are three phases in the CSID process: aiml-
ysis, calculation of global derivatives, and optinfiza-
tion. Analysis involves iteration between structural
and control analyses until output quantities, such ms
structural mass and closed-loop response, converge.
The global sensitivity calculation produces deriva-
tives of response quantities for each design variable.
The optimization phase searches tor new wdues of
design variables that reduce the objective flmction,
reduce the degree of constraint violation, or both.
Since the coupled analysis is expensive, linear ap-
proximations to the objective and constraint flmc-
tions are used in the optimization phase. Limits on
the allowable change in design variables restrict the
search algorithm to a domain in which the linear ap-
proximations are appropriate. When no fllr_her re-
duction of the approximate objective flmction can
be achieved without constraint violation, the coupled
analysis and the global derivative calculations are re-
peated for the next set of design variables, and the
processcontinues.Onerepetitionof analysis,deriva-
tive calculation,and ot)timizationix referredto as
onecycle.TheCSIDprocesse(mt.inuesuntil a pre-
scribedmaxinmmnuml)erofcyclesisreachedoruntil
all constraintsaresatisfiedandthechangein theob-
jectivefunctionis lessthanaprescribed(:onvergence
to|erailce for t,'_vo SllC(:essive cycles.
A conventional three-phase CSID process is il-
lustrated schematically in figure l(a). The coupled
analysis is represented by an iteration between the
controls and structures computer codes. This cou-
pled analysis is t)erformed once at the nonfinal design
point and is repeated after each design variable is
perturbed. The global derivatives are approximated
with a forward-difference formula. The optinfization
phase is represented by an iteration between the lin-
ear approximation and optimization computer codes.
The linear api)roximation conltmter code calculates
approximate values of both the objective funclion
and the constraints by a first-order Taylor series ex-
trapolation from the nominal solution by using gra-
dient information provided by the global derivative
phase. The optimization computer code is a general-
pro'pose optimization program.
Figure l(b) illustrates an alternatiw_ CSID ap-
proach in which the coupled analysis is used (race per
cycle. The controls and structures eomtmter codes
are modified to calculate the partial deriw_.tives of
output quantities with rest)ect to input quantities.
The global derivatives of respons(, quantities with re-
spect to each design variable are calculated with this
local sensitivity derivative in[ormat.ion.
The calculation of global derivatives in the alter-
natiw' approach discussed in appendix A is imple-
mented through the use of global sensitivity equa-
tions (GSE) described in references 10 and 13. The
global derivatives are expwssed _us the solution to
a set of linear equations whose coefficients at'(, local
sensitivity derivatives.
To calculate all global derivatives, it is necessary
to solve a series of GSE t)roblcms that have t.hc form
[i - iYcJ d,;: _Fi)S dS OS
-- i-YC I _
(1)
where I is the i(tentity matrix, S is the set of all
structural outtmts, C is the set of all control out-
puts, and x is any glot)al design variable. Standard
mathematical computer software can be used to solve
equation (1) for each design variable x. The multi-
ple solutions are calculated efficiently since only the
right-hand side changes.
In this pa.t)er, both the conventional and the GSE
approach are used. The conventional approach is rec-
ommen(ted for uncouple(l prol)lems. In this case, the
disciplinary analyses can be comlmted without iter-
ation, and finite-difference a.pproxinmtions to global
derivatives are tractable. The conventional apt)roach
is also reeommende(t for coupled t)roblems for which
the tmmber of structural modes use(t in the control
analysis is large compared with the mmfl)er of (tesign
variables. In this case, tile dimensions of the GSE
matrix can l)ecome large, anti the cost of evahtating
the local (terivatives can become excessive. On the
other hand, the GSE at)t)roach is ideal when the num-
ber of design variables is so large that ret)eate(t per-
tur|)ations of the cout)le(t analysis is comi)utationally
prohibitive. The size of the GSE matrix is mmifeeted
by the mlmber of (lesign variables ,r. Increasing the
nmnber of design variables means that equation (1)
must 1)e solved for a(tditional right-hand sides. This
impacts the (:omputational cost only when the local
derivatives in the adde(t ('ohmm veclors are expensive
to calculate.
Demonstration Problem
The preliminary design of a generic geostati()n-
a rv platform is used to develop anti demonstrate
the CSID methods. Tile goal is to reduce the total
mass of the structure and the vibration control sys-
tem while satisfying constraints on vii)ration (teeay
ra1(,. Standard tinit(_-elemenl analysis, multivaria|)le
control, and mathematiea.1 t)rogrmmning routines are
(:o()r(iinated by a new multidisciplinary optinfization
s('henw.
The refi,rence configuration, shown in figure 2,
represents a large geostationary platform, whi(']_ (xm-
sists of two antenna,s commcted by a bus structure.
The t)latform has three sets of actuators; ea(.:h set
supplies three-axis tor(tues. Two of the actualor
sels work together for vi|)ration suppression control.
These sets are m(mnte(t at. the intersection of the een-
Ierline of the bus structure and the axis of symmelry
of each antemm. The third set of actuators is used
to t)erform rigid-hotly rotational maneuvers and is lo-
cated tit all arbitrary joint in the Ires structure near
the center of mass. A finite-element model is assem-
bled from beam elements to represent a grat)hite-
epoxy truss structure. Three groups of t)eam ele-
ments are (tefinett: tile t)us, the antennas, and the
antemm supports. All })earn elements |lave the Salllt,
wall thickness, but the outer radius may vary from
one group of elements to another.
To obtain a tractable integrated design prol)lem,
certain simplifying assumptions are matte. The. loca-
tions of the three actuator sets are fixed, the mass
of themaneuveractuatoris ignored,andtheinertia
matrix J is calculatedat the fixedmaneuverloca-
tion rather than at.the variablecenter-of-masslo-
catitm. Vibration-suppression-actuatormassesare
includedill tile model,but their rotationalinert.ias
arenot included.Themassesof scientificpayloads,
power-generatingandpower-distributionhardware,
computers,andothersupportingequipmentareig-
nored.Thema,ssanddynamiccharacteristicsof the
jointsbetweentrusselementsarealsoneglected.The
stifthesscontributionof thesurfacematerialof the
antenna reflector is neglected, but the mass is mod-
eled approximately. *Iinimum gage constraints ell
the truss-menlber sizes are also used instead of stress
and buckling constraints. The structural model is
discussed in appendix B.
To c()mplete tile structural model, tile masses of
tile two vibration suppression actuators must be de-
termined and incorporated into the model. A con-
straint in the control law design requires that the vi-
bration suppression actuators to have the same mass.
To determine the actuator mass, first a torque his-
tot')' characteristic of a mininmn>time rigid-body ro-
tational nmneuver is applied to tile elastic spacecraft
with the vibration suppression loop closed. The ma.ss
of each actuator is calculated based on the sum of the
maximum torques about each axis required to sup-
press vibrations that occur after this reference ma-
neuver. The total mass is obtained by multiplying
the number of actuators (two) by the inass per actu-
ator. The actuator mass calculation is discussed in
appendix C.
Controls-structures integrated design of the ref-
erence configuration is ilnplemented with a mathe-
matical programming method used to adjust tile val-
ues of 15 design variables. Three design variables r'i
control the outer cross-secti(mal radius of the groups
of t)('alu elements that comprise the bus structure
(i = 1), the antelmas (i = 2), and the antenna sup-
ports (i = 3). The remaining 12 design wtriables
9i (i = 1, 2,..., 12) uniquely determine the elements
of the position- and rate-gain matrices for the vibra-
t,ion control system.
The optimization probhml is to minimize the total
mass of the platform while sa.tist_,ing vibration decay
requirements. This problem can be stated in terms
of the total ina.ss of the truss structure A/s, the total
mass of the vibration suppression actuators _lact,
and the complex-valued, closed-loop eigenvalues k i.
Minimize
A.A + ;/l,_(,t (2a)
subject to
Re(Ai)_<b (i-. ],2,...,2,,) (2b)
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where 6 is the required decay" rate and n is the
number of modes used in the reduced-order model of
the spacecraft. The calculation of the real part of the
closed-loop eigenvalues is discussed in appendix C. In
the remainder of the paper, Ai is used to stand for
Ile(_).
This design problcnl is particularly challeng-
ing because the structural and control analyses are
tightly coupled. Changes to the structural design
variables (truss sizes) change the open-loop plant and
thus the closed-loop response to the reference ma-
neuver. O,1 tile other hand, changes to the control
design variables (the gains) determine the vibration-
suppression-actuator torques, which are linearly re-
lated to the actuator masses used in the structural
model.
Controls-Structures Analyses
This section briefly describes the structural and
control analyses and explains the successive substi-
tution algorithm used to solve the coupled problem.
The inputs to the coupled controls-structures analy-
ses are the design variables, and the outputs are 3Is,
M_,.t, and A used in equations (2).
The structural analysis consists of finite-element
analysis of the st)acecraft structure through the use of
the Engineering Analysis Language (EAL) computer
(:ode. (See ref. 14.) The mass and stiffness matrices
are assembled based on the current values of the
(tesign variables ri and the nmss of the actuators
A/act. A real symmetric cigenvalue problem is solved
to obtain the characteristic modes and frequencies
of the truss structure. Outputs fi'om the structural
analysis include the first, n eigenvalues oa2 and the
first ,t mode slopes (i.e., rotational components of the
eigenveetors) at the maneuver actuator location q_(O)
and at the vibration-suppression-actuator locations
(I)(') and (I ,(2). Ill addition, the mass of the bare
structure kl,s and tile inertia Inatrix J associated with
the maneuver actuator location are output. All these
outputs, except for M,, are inputs to the control
analysis.
The control analysis determines the transient
closed-loop response of the spacecraft to a reference
maneuver and searches for tile maximum vibration
control torques and the times at which the3: occur.
The maneuver is assumed to be linear since it rotates
the spacecraft through small angles during a long pe-
riod of time. Thus, the nonlinear coupling of rigid
and ela.stic motion that is typical of rotational ma-
neuvers is not modeled. The maneuver represents a
typical disturbance that might be encountered by the
geostationary platform. The vibration suppression
systememployscollocatedelastic ontrol(CEC)with
asinglepairofactuatorsconstrainedsothattheirnet
torqueoutputiszero.Therobustdissipativecontrol
lawusedby CECdoesnot affectrigid-bodymotion
andguaranteestabilitydespiteunmodeledynam-
icsandparametermlcertainty(refs.15to 17).The
torquerequiredby the CEC actuators is a flm('t.ion
of the angttlar deformations and angular deforma-
tion rates at the actuator local.ions and the wdues of
the 12 design variables (.li, which uniquely determine
the position-gain matrix Gt, arm rate-gain matrix
G,.. The complete control analysis ix eolltaiued in
appendix C.
The actuators are sized based on lhc l)eak torques
required to sut)t)I'(!ss the elastic motion thai remains
after l.he r(:fer(}llC(, lllall(:llV0r. _I_]l(! ll|ass of a(:tllators
neede(t t() provide the peak torques can be inlert)()-
lated from an empirical table of mass versus torque
for available actuators. For the t)resent study, ]low-
ever, a linear relationship t)elwCell actuator mass and
lllaxilllltllI t,ol'(lll(' Olltplll is asSlllllC(l. ()lit,pills [rolll
tile (:olllro] analysis include 31a,, all(t tll(' 2N colnplcx
closed-loop eigOllv_/llleS _. _F}IO ;dCl.llal()r IIHISN 2_Iac l
is a.n input 1o lhe structural analysis.
The solution to the c()uplcd (:onlr()ls-slru('tur('s
analysis t)rolflem ix found t)y iterati(m. Figm'e 3
shows a flow (:hart of th(, iteral.ive procedure that
starts with an initial esl.imat(' of the actuator mass.
This va.lu(, of M_,,., is hmorporated into the slruc-
tural model. Th(' r('quire(] actuator mass ix deter-
miile(t fronl the IrallsieIll rest)ellS(} calculale(l in the
control analysis. If tlw wdtte of ),/act used in the
structural model and lh(' vahte (:al('ulate(t l W the
(:Olltrol analysis are within 1 i)erccnt ()f ('ac]l other,
then the procedure Iel'liltliaIes. Otherwise. the re-
quired actuator mass is used in the structural analy-
sis (i.e., the mass matrix is updated) a,M the iteration
contimms.
Tim al)ov(_ procedure was n,o(tifi(,d to improve ef-
ficiency. The computational (:()st of the t)rocedm'e
is dominated by the cost of solving the structural
eigenvalue problem. Fortunately, calculating the sen-
sitivity of the solution of the eig(mvalue problem to
changes in hunped masses (e.g., Ooo2/OMact) is rel-
atively inexpensive. (See refs. 18 and 19.) There-
tore, the Ctlallg(! in structural outt)uts with a change
in M.,u:t can be estimate(l wh(m the change is Slflfi-
ciently small. Currently, the full structural attalysis
is retreated only when the change in actuator mass
exceeds 10 percent of the initial esthnate. Otherwise,
the structural outputs arc estima.ted from sensitivity
information.
The modification for efficiency required one addi-
ti(mal change in the procedure. If the chang(, in Ala(.t
is less than 1 t)er(:(mt but is 1)ase(l on an ('st|mat(' ()t"
the structural oultmts, then one ad(titi()nal execu-
tion of the structural and control amflyses is n(,ed('d
to coufirm c(mvergettce. During th(' a(htitional exe-
cution of the structural analysis, th(' local (h'rivat iv('s
(e.g., ' ') 'Ow-/Or2) of structural outlmts with resp('('t to
design varial)les are calculated, along with the local
derivatives with rest)e('l t() ,llacl.
GSE and Optimization
This se('ti()n ('()ntains a SUmlm_ry ()f 111(' gl(dml
tier|vat|v(, calculalion and the optimization t)r()('('ss
required to ('()lnph'l(' one cycle of lhe new ('SII)
procedure. These calculations, which lake place
after the COlltrols-strll(:tllr0s al).alvsis has ('()llVt'rg;(,(i,
assmne lhal values ()f the output quantities J, w.
_il)l. (i)(1) 4)(2). M,, ,ll_(.1, and A are availal)l('.
To solve lhe GSE t)roblcm (0(t. (i)). all h)('al
derivalives that ar(' the co('Ilici('nts of the matrix
equal ions lllllsl 1)(' ('vahmte(]. That is, for ea('h con-
tributing analysis, the partial (h,rivatives of each out-
put quantity with rest)(,('l to ('a('}l input (tuanlily
must })c calculat('(1 ()r estimale(]. For th(! ,tem(m-
slration t)robh'm, the ('()ntrit)uting analyses are (:()n-
trois and stru('tm'(,s, and Ihe inI)ul and OUtl)Ut quan-
tities are sh()wu in figure 4. All parlial (h'rivatives
are scah'd at'cot(ling to lh(' scheme suggest ('( l in ref-
erent(' 20 and pla('ed in the GSE as (tis('uss(,(l in
appendix :\,
The set of linear GSE (eq. (1)) is assvmifled and
solved to (]('t(Wlllill(' the gh)t)al (h,rivativcs ()f 31,,
3la,,t, and X with reset'el t() ea('h (h,sign varial)l('.
For example, one of these linear equations is
&l L..,
(h. 2
i)}lla,.t (tw,
Z_.,
i- 1 0...'_ dr,2
+ E O,]i d,'.>
i=l
3. 2 , (j)
i)Ma, 1 aof
+Z E ,,,,,
i= I .i=o dOf -
(3)
Equation (3) rette('ts the fact that the required a('-
luator nmss is not influenced dir(,('tly by the truss
sizing variable r2 (i.e., i)Ala(:t/Or2 = 0) but ix influ-
enced indirectly t)y the eigenvalu(,s anti the elements
of the inertia and mode-slop(, matrices. The notation
d/dr2 signifies the global derivative with rest)cot to
r2. Thus, the glol>al derivatives quantify the effect
of couplingbetweentile localcontrolandstructural
analyses.
Oncethe globalderivativesare available,they
can be used to provide linear approximations to
tile objective function and the normalized constraint
function Yi. For example, given
obj = Als + Alact /
/gi = 1---Ai (i:: 1,2 ..... 2n) (4)
where Yi <- 0 is a feasible constraint, and the required
decay rate a is a negative real number; therefore, the
effect of changing an arbitrary design variable x by
the amount Ax is aI)proximated by
d11l_ Ax }
obj(x + Ax) _ M_ + '" ,
• ' dx
dMact A:r
+ ;'tl.,_ct + _ •
gi(.r + Ax) 1 A_ dk Az
[_ dz b
(5)
The solution of the optimization problem in
equations (2) is accomplished by linking tile linear
approximation routine with the standard nonlinear
programming code CONMIN (ref. 21). A nonlinear
programming code was selected because future CSID
projects may require nonlinear objective and con-
straint fimctions.
Results and Discussion
Demonstration Overview
All results in this section were generated with the
GSE approach. The impact of choosing the GSE ap-
proach over the conventioIml approach is discussed
in the section "Comparison of GSE and Conven-
tional Approach." The implementation details are
discussed in appendix D.
Tile proper operation of the optimization pro-
ccdure is demonstrated through convergence to the
same solution from two different initial design points.
In each case, the total mass of the reference config-
uration is minimized with respect to 15 design vari-
ables (eqs. (2)). Tile decay rate requirement is g5=
-0.03. The reference nmneuver rotates the space-
craft 20 ° about all axes simultaneously in l0 see.
Limits are set so that a design variable may change
no more than 10 percent during a single cycle. The
number of modes and frequencies that describe the
open-loop model was n = 20, and 0.5 percent modal
damping was assumed.
Case 1: slightly infeasible initial design.
Demonstration case 1 has an initial design that does
not fulfill the decay rate requirement. The initial val-
ues of the truss sizing variables are rt = 4, r2 = 4,
and 'r3 = 8 cm. These sizes yieM an initial struc-
tural mass of 1158 kg. The frequencies of the first
five elastic modes are 0.668, 0.977, 1.35, 1.48, and
1.48 Hz. The fourth and fifth vibrational frequen-
cies are identical (i.e., they are repeated cigenvalues)
because of structural symmetries in tile spacecraft
antennas. Both closely spaced and repeated frequen-
cies are characteristic features of large space struc-
tures and are considered in this demonstration prob-
lem. The initial values of the position- and rate-gain
matrices are
5100 800 70::!0 ]800 5000 (6)700 700
The closed-loop response that results from these
gains indicates an actuator mass requirement of only
10.69 kg. Tile first five closed-loop eigenvalue pairs
are -0.021 :k 4.2j, -0.031 + 6.1j, -0.049 -k 8.5j,
-0.047 + 9.3j, and -0.047 4: 9.33. Only tile first pair
violates the constraint, that Re(N) < -0.03.
Figure 5 contains optimization histories for demon-
stration case 1. Figure 5(a) shows the history of
the objective (i.e., total mass) with respect to the
optimization cycle. The CSID procedure increases
the total mass during the first five cycles and de-
creases the total mass at each cycle thereafter. The
initial increase in total inass is associated with a
rapid decrease in the constraint violation, as indi-
cated in figure 5(b). This figure shows that the max-
imum eigenvalue constraint max[Re(A)] decreases
smoothly to the constraint boundary in five cycles.
The maximum constraint value oscillates around the
constraint boundary begiiming at cycle 1.5. Such be-
havior is common when a linear approximation to
nonlinear constraints is used.
Figures 5(c) to 5(c) contain histories of selected
design variable values. Only the diagonal elements
of the gain matrices Gp and Gr are plotted. The
off-diagonal elements never change significant ly from
their initial values. A comparison of these histories
with those in figure 5(a) shows that the initial in-
crease in total mass is associated with incr,,ases in
all three structural design variables and in rate gain.
The subsequent decrease in mass is associated with a
decrease in the radii of the bus truss. A decrease in
rate gain also contributes, but this decrease lags the
structural changes. This effect implies that changes
in the structure not only decrease nmss trot also
reducetheamountof controleffortrequiredto meet
decayrateconstraints.
Figure5(f) is similar to figure5(a) but usesa
differentscalefor the actuatormass. This figure
indicatesthat tile actuatormassrequirementsare
changedby ±25 percentfrom cycleto cycle,even
whentile changein designvariablesismuchsmaller.
This behavioremphasizesthat the amountof con-
trol effort,requiredis a functionof diversefactors,
suchasdynamicandinertialpropertiesof thestruc-
ture plusadjustmentsto thecontrolsystem.More
importantly,figure5(f) indicatesthat an increasein
actuatormassfrom about10to 50kg allowsa re-
ductionof about300kg in total mass.This favor-
abletrade-offof structuremassfor controleffort is
tilemajorbenefitofanintegratedcontrols-structures
optimizationprocedure.
Case 2: highly infeasible initial design.
Demonstration case 2 has an initial design that has a
smaller total mass and a greater constraint violation
than the first case. The only difference between the
cases is that initial values of the truss sizing variables
are each set to 2 era. This causes tile first seven pairs
of closed-loop eigenvalues to violate tile decay rate
constraint. Figure 6 contains a convergence history of
mass with respect, to optimization cycle. This second
case converges to the same total mass as the first case,
namely, about 850 kg with an actuator mass of about
50 kg.
One way to compare tile optimization histories
of tile two cases is to plot the maximum eigenvalue
constraint versus total mass. (See fig. 7.) In this
figure, movement (townwar<t and to tile left. signi-
fies improvement of tile <tesign from one cycle t<)
the next. The two demonstration problems start at
different initial conditions and follow different con-
vergence paths. However, the final conditions are
similar. This similarity shows that the optimization
procedure performs well (consistently produces an
improved design) and that tile final sohltion is pos-
sibly a global minimum.
Although tile optimization procedure converges
to equally satisfactory solutions from (tifferent initial
design points, the convergence path of demonstration
case 1 is less direct than that. of case 2. The path
of case 2 makes consistent progress toward the final
solution, while the path of case 1 initially adds an
unnecessary amount of mass. Two of the structural
design variables increase during the early optimiza-
tion cycles but return to their initial values at tile
end of tile optimization process. (See fig. 5(c).) This
observation, and the previously noted oscillation of
the maximum constraint value around the constraint
boundary, suggests that the quality of global deriva-
tives should be investigated. The derivatives may be
accurate, but the move limits allow design variable
values to change so much that the linear approxima-
tion is a poor representation of the coupled analysis.
Alternately, tile global derivatives calculated by the
GSE approach may be deficient.
A siinple test can be used to (tetermine the quality
of global derivatives that were calculated in (lemon-
stration case 1. Two design points Vl and v2 that
correspond to successive optimization cycles are se-
lected. A coupled analysis is performed at each (te-
sign point and at evenly spaced interme(tiate points
so that:
Vnew = c_v2+(1-rt)Vl (e_= 0,0.1 ..... 1.0) (7)
where Vnew is a sequence of intermc(tiate points b(_-
tween the chosen design points Vl and v2. Fig-
ure 8(a) corot)ares the actuator mass calculated by
the coupled analysis with the mass t)redicte(t with
nominal values an(t global derivatives at the point
V 1. In this case, Vl and v.2 are the design t)oints as-
sociated with cycles 18 and 19 in figure 5. The (tiff(,r-
ence between actual an(t approximat( _ Mac_ is small
at () = 0.1, but this difference is large at _ = 1.0.
This change indicates that the global derivatives ar(_
calculated correctly but thai the move limits need
to be small if ttle linear approximations for actuator
mass ar(_ to remain vali(t. Fortunately, this (tiscr(3)-
ancy is less severe for the prediction of closed-loo t)
eigenvalues. Figure 8(b) contains tile corresponding
comparison of the real part of the Inaxinlunl eigen-
value with the linear at)proximation to this value.
The 1)(,havior is more nearly linear, an(t the error
caused by the current move limits is acceptable.
Assessment of GSE Approach
This paper investigates the use of tile GSE ap-
proach to provide global derivatives for CSI opti-
mization problems. As t)reviously discussed, the
GSE approach provides high-quality derivative in-
t'ormation. In this section, the strengths and weak-
nesses of GSE are discussed from an implementation
standpoint. Tile strengths involve mamerical, effi-
ciency, human judgment, and organizational issues;
the weaknesses include implementation complexity
and computer memory requirements.
The numerical argument for tile GSE approach is
that it is relatively insensitive to the degree of con-
vergence of the iterative (coupled) analysis. The it-
erative procedure (fig. 3) terminates based on tile
percentage change in the mass of actuators. Tile
current, study experimented with 1 and 0.1 percent
convergencecriteria for tile iterativeanalysisand
foundlittle differencein theot)tinlizationresults.()n
the other hand,0.05percentwasthe larqest con-
vergence criterion that pro(hu:ed acceptable results
when gh)l)al derivatives were estimated by the con-
ventional at)proach (finite differencing over the cou-
l)led analysis). A small convergence criterion means
many additional iterations of the coupled analysis
an(t additional computational expense.
For CSID l)rot)lems, the GSE approach is efii-
(lent. Tile couph,d analysis is performe(t only once
t)er cycle; lhus, the nmnber of structural eigenvalue
pr()t)lems to t)e solved is kept to a iniitilnulll. The
structural code is computationally expensive and
re(]litres large alllOllnts of eOtlll)llt(_r lllelllory. For
instance, in th(! demonstration prol)lent, the finite-
eh_ment analysis required 20 times more central pro-
cessing t ilne and 20 times more disk space than the
control analysis required. The GSE approach re-
quires the calculation of many additional local deriva-
tives, but most of these calculations involve reduced-
order control analysis.
Another strong argmnent for the GSE at)proach
involves human judgment. As a rule, researchers lack
confidence in glot)al derivatives ()f a multidisciplinary
analysis whether the (terivativ('s are calculated by the
conventional approach or t)y lhe GSE approactl. On
th(' other hand, individual entries in the GSE ma-
trix (which result from local analyses) generally have
t)hysical meaning. For example, numerical values
that indicate the dependence of closed-loop eigen-
values on open-loop fre(tuencies, or tile dependence
of the inertia prol)erties of the structure on actuator
nmss. may have intuitive at)t)eal. These physically
meaningful quantities arc often available as an out-
t)ut option fl'om the standard analysis (:odes. For
instaime, semianalytic formulas for structural deriva-
tives are common. (See appendix B.) When this is
not true, tim local derivatives can be estimated l)y
finite-difference appr(}ximation. Finite-difference ap-
proximations to the control derivatives I)roved to t)e
accurate. (See at)pendix C.)
A final argument for GSE, which is mentioned
in reference 10, is realized in the current research.
The GSE approach facilitates thc smooth operation
of a multidiscit)linary design team. In the current
research, some team metal)ors had more exI)erience
with control theory, and others had more experience
with structural analysis. Memt)ers used their own
expertise to develop the local analysis and local
derivative capabilities. Once individual codes were
operational, they were conlhined with generic global
sensitivity and optimization routines. Tile end
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result was a powerful and flexible CSI optimization
capal)ility.
Coinplexity is one definite disadvantage of the
GSE at)proach. A large number of local derivatives
must be communicate(t to the GSE conlt)uter code in
exactly thc correct form and order, hmonsistencies
within the coupled analysis can t)e a problem. For
instance, the structural outputs contain derivatives
of w 2, but the control analysis calculates derivatives
with respect to w.
Another potential disa(tvantage of the GSE ap-
proach is the size of the set of linear equations to be
solved. For the current example, the size never ex-
ceeded 228 x 228 and thus was not a concern. The
number 228 represents 2 masses, (i unique compo-
nents of the symmetric inertia nlatrix, 180 elements
of the 3 mode-slope inatrices, 20 elastic modal fre-
quencies, and 20 unique real parts of the closed-loot)
eigenvahms. The actual size is slightly smaller t)e-
cause repeated (dgenvahms (due to structural symme-
try) arc elinlinated. The size of the GSE matrix can
expand if the number of modes used in the reduced-
order model increased or if additional constraints
(e.g., structural member buckling (:onstraints) arc
a(hled to the ot)timization problem.
Comparison of GSE and Conventional
Approaches
In the final analysis, the value of lhc (ISE at)-
I)roach needs to be assessc(t relative to the conven-
tional approach. Clearly, it is easier to develop a
procedure that perturbs the coupled analysis many
tiines and estinmtes the global derivatives through
the use of a forward-difference fornmla than it is to
calculate and manipulate the local derivatives and
solve equation (1). However, choosing a t)erturba-
tion stet) size is difficult. The accepted method for
choosing step size is to test successively snmller steps
and stop when no significant change in output occurs.
This method assunms that the couphxt analysis is
perfectly converged; thus, the metho(t requires many
repetitions of controls and structures codes to satisfy
a small COlivergclR:O tolerance. As a conse(tuene,'_, this
method of determining step size is expensive. More-
over, the step size that t)roves to t)c appropriate for
a given design point is not guaranteed to remain ap-
propriate throughout the t)roblem doinain.
To compare tile GSE and conventiolml approaches,
demonstration case t was solved by each method.
As shown in figure 9, the two approaches have sim-
ilar convergence histories. The computational cost
per cycle for 15 design variables and 20 modes is
about tile same. The perturbation step size for the
conventionalpproachwassetat 0.01percentofthe
nominalvalueof eachdesignvariable.
Choosingtheproperstepsizefortheconventional
approachwasdifficult. Perturbationstepsizesthat
wereseveralordersof magnitudelargerandsmaller
than0.(11percentwereinvestigatedat the initial de-
signpoint. Eachof thethreestructuraldesignva.ri-
ableswasperturbedseparately.Tile globalderiva-
tivesvariedenorntously with the perturbation st.ep
size (i.e., changes in sign and in order of magnitude
were observed), and the choice of appropriate step
size was not (:lear. Eventually, the perturbatioil step
size was chosen by comparison of the finite-difference
derivatives with the global derivatives calculated by
the GSE approach. This experience suggests that
the GSE approach is the best choice when the con-
trol and structural analyses are tightly coupled, that
is, when an iteration between the analyses is required
for solution.
In summary, the GSE approach should be favored
for problems with a large mlmber of design variables
and for problems in which the coupling between
disciplines is strong. \Vhen a large mmfl)er of design
variables occur, the GSE approach is more efficient,
and when coupling between disciplines is strong, tim
GSE approach is not sensitive to poor choices of
convergence tolerance or perturbation st.e t) size.
Concluding Remarks
This paper describes the development and imple-
mentation of a general optinfization-based method
for the design of large space platforms through inte-
gration of the disciplines of structural dynamics and
controls. The method is especially apt)rol)riate for
preliminary design problems in which the structural
and control analyses are tightly coupled. The method
is significant because it coordinates general-purpose
structural analysis, multivariable control, and opti-
mization codes and thus can be adapted to a vari-
ety of controls-structures integrated design (CSID)
tm@cis. The method uses the global sensitivity
e(tualions (GSE) approach. Although the GSE ap-
proach has been applied to other preliminary design
t)roblems, this is the first at)plication to the design of
a large space structure.
To demonstrate its capabilities the method is
used to minimize the total weight of a space platforna
while maintaining a specified vii)ration decay rate
after slewing maneuvers. Although |he structural
model has many simplifying assumptions and the
nmnber and location of aetualors art, fixed, this
proves to be a challenging design problem. With the
CSID procedure, the platform is redesigned so that
the mass distribution and dynamic characteristics of
tile structure enhance the use of rate and position
%edback by the control systenl. The CSID method
must trade stiffness that adds structural weight for
control effort that adds weight to the actuators.
The procedure not only nmkes a favorabh, trade of
structural nmss for control effort but also satisfies the
vibration decay rate constraints.
This research demonstrates that an integrated
controls-structures optimization method can lead
to significant mass savings, which may not be re-
vealed by traditional (single-discipline) design meth-
()(Is. The solution of the demonstration problem is
an important step toward comprehensive prelinfinary
design capability for controlled space strllCtllres.
NASA Langley Research Center
Hanlt)loIL VA 23665-5225
Septeml)cr 27, 1991
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Appendix A
Global Sensitivity Equations
This appendix deseril)es the use of global sensitivity equations (GSE) to calculate derivatives of integrated
controls-structures response quantities with respect to design variables and emphasizes tile apt)lieation of GSE
to the demonstration prol)lenl. References 10 to 12 discuss the theoretical fimndations and other applications
of GSE.
In theory, the GSE at)proaeh can be applied to coupled problems with any numt)er of contributing analyses.
The global derivatives are determined by solution of a set of linear equations of the form
Ah = B (hl)
where A is a matrix of coefficients, h is the solution vector, and B is a matrix of one or more right-hand-side
cohmm vectors•
The size and topology of the GSE are determined by the application. For tile demonstration problem
(eqs. (2)), there are two contributing analyses: controls and structures. The inputs and outputs of these
analyses are shown in figure 4. There are 15 design variables r and g and thus 15 cohmm vectors in the
matrix B. There are 42 response quantities 5I_, _lact, and A an(t 206 outputs of the structural analysis that
influence the control analysis (w, (I)(0), (I)(1), (I)(2), and J). The preeeding counts assmne that n = 20. Thus,
matrix A in equation (A1) tuus at most 248 x 248 entries.
The actual number of coEfieients that. need to be computed is slnaller than the maximmn nuinber of entries
in matrix A. The closed-loop eigenvalues A occur in conjugate pairs, and only the real part of each complex
mmfl)er is constrained. Generally, no more than 20 of the 40 closed-loop eigenvalues have unique values or
unique partial derivatives. Likewise, the open-loop eigenvalues w 2 are not all unique. Because of the symmetry
of tile structure, some eigenvalues are paired. Furthermore, since none of the design variables or response
quantities alter the symmetry of the structure, the partial derivatives of eigenvalues with respect to changes
in the input quantities also occur in pairs• Removing from matrix A rows and cohmms that correspond to
nommique quantities gives a matrix with about 220 × 220 elements. The exact, numl)er can change dep(mding
upon which structural modes are retained in the reduced model. Many of these elements ha_e the value of zero
and do not need to be computed.
The topology of matrix A for the. r(_ference probleul is
[ I(22 x')2) A2(_2 :_,,,s) ] (A2)
A = LAI(_s×_ ) 0(198x21 ) i(198x198)
J
where the submatrices have the indicated sizes and I is the identity matrix, 0 in(tieates a submatrix fille(t with
zeros, an(t submatrix AI is d(qine(l as
-_,...,-_,-_ .... ,-_,-_,'", OM,,.,J (A3)
wtwre the local derivatives are cateulate_[ by a semianalytie method discussed in appendix B. The submatrix
A2 is defined as
i 2 =
O£t
04'1)
OAL i))_
o4:2
o),1_
oo!il,I
" os, , " 04:1/
0 .. 0 0 ... 0
where all local derivatives are approximated by finite differencing.
i),l1
0
" O.ls
'" O,ls
_ox_
0 Js
• . . 0
(A4)
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MatrixB in equation(A1)hasrowsthat aroassociatcttwitheachuniqueresponsequantityandeachunique
outputof thestructuralanalysisandarcorderedto beconsistentwith matrixA; the cohmmsin matrix B
correspond to the design variables. Thus, matrix B has the form
f 0(21x3) B21_I ×12) ]B = [B 1 i_m×:ll 0(199x12)
(AS)
whore
alia
nlz
i)r 1 ilt" 2
i_r, i)r",l
00!11 ( 1t
i)6,! 3 ) _i 3 ) _I 3 )
i)r'., i)l" 3
i)r.2 i)r:_
i)rl i)r,> ib':_
(A6)
B, 2 z
OAt
OA,,
i)g I',
(A7)
As with the A sul)niatrices, the conlt)oncnts of B1 arc (wahmt(,(t with seniianalytic fi)rniulas, and the
conlponcnts of B 2 arc eva]uate(t with fin|t(, diffcr('nccs.
Tlio sohltion vector h in ('quation (A1) contains global (terivativ(_s of rest)onsc and structural output:
quantities with rospect to ca(:h of the 15 (tosign variables. Thus. for the first (tosign variable (whi(:h ('orr(_si)on(ls
to the first cohmm vector in matrix B)
1hT-- <t.x,, <s..,, j do ,s.l 
dr| ' drl'''" drl' drl ' d'rl"'" drl drl .... ' drl drl ..... _llJ
(AS)
The first 2 + n entrios in each h i vector contain global derivatives that arc nee(te(t t)y th(, ol)tilnization phase
of tho controls-structm'cs iilt.ograt.ed design (CSID) I)roccss.
The solution of oquation (A1) is calculated with a standard lower and upper triangular (h_composition
algorithIn. The computer code that solves equation (A1) also estimates the condition nmnbcr N of the matrix
defined as
m = IIAIIIIA _11 (A9)
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wherethematrixnorlnisdefinedas
,,A,, m_._x(Z),ij,) (Al0)] \ i
Con(titi(m numbers bct.ween 1 ():_and 1()(i were typi(:al for the demonstration t)rol)len_s. These exponents suggest
a loss of 3 t.() 6 sip_;niticant figures (out of a|)out. 14 significant figures (m a 64-bit machine) due t;o numerical
errors during the solution of equation (A1). The effect of con(titi(ming errors would have been greater than
this if the individual entries ill the GSE matrix were not scaled a.s suggested in reference 20. For example,
03Ia_.t/0.1:_ is multiplied by .]:_/Jtl_u,t |)efore being placed in the GSE matrix. Aft.er equation (A1) is solved, the
true values of the global (hwivat.ives (:an be re(:overed through reversal ()f the scaling t)rocedure.
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Appendix B
Structural Analysis
This appendix(lescrib(_sthe structuralmodel
usedin tile demonstrati(mprol)lents. The defini-
t.ionsof the structural designvariablesarc given,
andthet)ro(:('(ha'('su (,dt(1(:alculal(_t.he (tutt)uts of
the stru('tural analysis are explain('d. The finite-
element, model, comprised of beam elements mM
point masses, is assmnbl(,d with the program Engi-
neering Analysis Languag(' tEAL: see rcf. 11).
The g('ont(,try of t.h(, r(_fer(m(:(, (:(mfiguration is
shown in figure 2. The size at1(1 S]I&[)(' ()f thc plat-
fornl does not change during t.hc ()ptimizati()n pro-
cess. St, ructm'al (dements are divided into thr(*(,
groups (bus, antenna, and antenna supp(n't) and art,
sized by l.h(, optimization pr()c(_ss. The thr('(' de-
sign variables r_ c(mt, r()l the ()ut('r ra(tius (tf" groups
of strlt(q-ltra.] (_]0tllCllts ;-ilt(l aSSlltllC vahtcs })(,twccn
1 and 10 cm.
The truss-like bus stru('tm'(, is contp(ts(,d ()t' 10 bays
that arc 3.0 m hmg by 1.5 in with, and high. Figur(, 10
indicates the conn(,ction of mcmh('rs t(t form a typical
t)ay. The truss clenmnts in the t)ltS ;11"(,t.llll('S with a
conslant wall l.hickn(_ss ()f 0. 159 ('m and wilh (mt('r
radius (:(mtrolled by (lcsign varia|/h' rl. Th(' I)ays
on each end of the bus includ(, _'xtra m(,ml/('rs to
support the vii)rat.ion SUl)i)r(,ssi(m actuators located
at t.}t(_ c(,tlt(Ts of th(_s(_ two [)a.vs. T]I(_ at'tit;trots a.r(_
ltl()(l('lc(1 tin [)oitlt ttt,_lss(_s I]HtI ;11"(" (:Otlll('('t(_d to oaCll
corner of the bay.
The fiat, cir('ular ant(tunas with diam('t(,rs ()f 15.0
and 7.5 m are f()rm('d wilh 12 radial and 12 ('ir('um-
foI'(_ll{,l_l |)ot_Ill (qOlll('lltS. _Fh(_ il.Ilt,(_ItltH (l'llS,'-:, ("[Clll()tl_s
hay(, tit(' same wall thi('knoss as the bus truss ele-
ments, but their outer radius is (:(mtroll(,d by the tie-
sign varia]/](, r2. The anl(,nnas arc supported by truss
mcnlt/ers that (:onncct 1.11(,fore" joints on lhc top face
()f the last bay 1(/ the Cclltcr of all atlt(,tltla. The dis-
tanc(, between the centcrline of l.h(' bus structure and
the plane of each ant(tuna is 5 m. The outer radius
of the antenna support mcnd)('rs is controlled by ra.
The mass and inertia pr(/p(_rti('s of _he ref(_renc(_
configuration and its stall(' r(,st)(ms(_ c}mract('ristics
are delermined with EAL. Standard routines return
the t()tal ill;IS,q, t|lc (.t'llSS slru(:tllrC tIHt.S5. ,_l.l[ld lhc
cent.er-of-mass location. Th(,s(, routines also calcu-
late the inertias at)(/ut the ccnt(_r of mass. The par-
tial dcrivativ(,s of the truss mass and of the elements
of the moment (if inertia matrix with respect to ri
and Matt are approxmmt('d with a finit(>(litfcr(mce
technique.
The dynmnic characteristics of the r('f'cr(,nc(, con-
figuration are (h,termined through solution of an
eigenvahw t)rot)l('nl of the form
Kq_ - w2Mq * = 0 (HI)
where K is the stiffness malrix, NI is the mass ma-
trix, w2 ret)res(,n! the (qgtmvahl('S. and _O r(,t)r(,s(,n t
t,hc (qg(,t|v(,('l()rs, n()rmMiz(,d so thai qtil'lk/I_, ('(lUals
mtity.
.)
Typical values of w- are listed in tal)h' 1. Th('
firsl 26 cigcnvalucs ar¢' listed for slruclurcs lhat
corr¢,.qpond to three difl'ercm cycles of demonslrat ion
case 1. The tirsl six cig('nvalu('s, whi('h arc ass()(:iat(,(l
wilh t.he rigid-ll(/(ty m()(l('s, arc i(tenli('ally z('r_). Only
the (!ig(mvalu(,s of th(' tirst 20 (qasti(' m_)(h's arc
transtnitl.('(t lo the c(mlr()ls analysis. Also. lh(' 1)()hi-
face typ(' iu tal)l(' 1 in(li('al(_s tit(' pr('s(m('c ()f rCllcate([
cigct ira ]_t('s.
Th(' partial d('rivaliv(,s (/t' w 2 and _I' with rcsit('('l
t(/the design varialll(,s and tit(' mass ()f actuators are
calculal(,d with s(,mianalvtic f()rmulas d('s('rib('d in
rcf(?l(?ttc('s 18 all(t 1.(). [:ot" illStall(:(!, Ill(' ('i/('nvalu('
derivatives with r('sp(,('l to cl arc given t)y
i)( w2 ) g,l [i)K 2i)M]
q, (m,)L)),,
The (t(,rivativ(,s ()f th(' slitt'n('ss aH(l mass nw.tri-
('('s ('m_ t)(, m'('m'al('ly at/l)r(/ximat(,¢t with a tinil(,-
(tifli_rcn(:c t(,chni(lU(,. Allh(mgh l.h(' solulion ()f tim
(,ig(,wealnc t)rol)h'nl (('(t. (HI)) is computali()nally ('x-
pelisivc (e.g., 3 rain ()["(_t)l.7 tint(_ on a ( ONVEX 22(1
fi)r th(, ([('tlt()itSt,I'al i(/tl CAN('), I h(' [)aFt ial (It,rival iv(,s ()f
eig(mvalu(,s and (,ig('nv('('tors can I)(, ('al('ulal('d a('cu-
rat(qy and with litllc CXl)(qlsc. esl)('cially if th(' mass
anti stiffness matrices arc ut)dat('d ('tfi('i(,nlly. (S('('
ref. 19 for impl(,nl(,nlation (l(,lails and ('()st ostinmtcs
(if various m(,thods.)
When the' s(/luti(/n 1(/('qmtlion (B1) pr()(lu('('s r(,-
t)eat('(I (,ig(mvahms. then the cal('ulalion ()f partial
d(_rival.iv('s o[ t hose tlart icular ('ig('nvahws and of ('(/r-
responding eig(,nveclors r('(tuiros sp('cial car(!. (See
ref. 22.) In the d(qn(mstralion prot)hml, rep('at('(t
eigenvalu(,s ar(, caused 1/3"sylnnl('try in t.h(_ r(q'('r(,n('(,
con[igurati(m. The mode shat)es ass(/ciat(,(l with re-
peated eig(,nvahu,s always involve bending or rol alton
of the ant(mna.s. Figm'(, 11 shows the mode slmt)(,s
f()r a tyt)ical l)air (if ret)('at('d (qgcnvalu(!s. Sin('(' lh('
bus structure is not inv()lv(,d in either mo(t(_, the ro-
tational COml)On(,nts of t.hc matrix '_' al the a('lualor
locations must: equal zt,ro. Moreover, sine(' the de-
sign variables do not influen(:(? the symntetry of tit('
structure, the t)artial derivatives of these rotational
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componentswith respectto structuralparameters
mustalsoequalzero. Thus,the methoddeveloped
in refl'rence22is notrequiredhere.
The outputsof the structuralanalysisare Ms,
J, _o, and ffJ. The derivatives of these quantities
with respect to Matt are calculated routinely, and
the derivatives with respect, to the structural design
variables are calculated once per cycle. Tile matrix ffJ
contains modal displacements and rotations at each
node in the finite-element model. Only the modal
rotations that correspond to the three actuator loca-
tions are required by the controls analysis. Therefore,
these rotations are extracted from the matrix fit and
placed in matrices ff_(0), _(1) and _(2).
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Appendix C
Actuator Mass Calculation
Thevibrationsuppressionactuators,locatedat specifiedstructuralnodes,aresizedsothat the),clamp the
elastic motion that results from a minimuln-time reference rotational maneuver. To determine the actuator
mass, a reduced-order model of tile spacecraft, which is obtained by modal truncation, must first be provided to
the control analysis from the structural analysis. Next, the vibration suppression control law must be defined.
A closed-loop model results, wtfieh may be put into state-space form. The reference maneuver that excites the
closed-loop system is next defined, and the response to this excitation is determined. The resulting vibration
suppression torque histories are scanned to find peak values, and the required actuator mass is determined
from these values. The remainder of this appendix describes the details of this procedure.
Eigenvalue analysis of a finite-element model of the spacecraft as described in appendix B allows construction
of a truncated model in the control analysis. This reduced-order model consists of n elastic modes and has the
general form
+ D/t + Aq = rtF + rrT (C1)
where q represents an n-vector of unknown modal coordinates, (i and cl are time derivatives, D is a
diagonal damping matrix with elements 2paJi, p is the modal damping (p = 0.005), A is a diagonal
matrix of eigenvalues ,,/2, and Ft and rr are translational and rotational components of the structural
eigenvectors at the points where external forces F and moments T are applied. Reference 23 discusses the
choice of an appropriate number of modes, and reference 24 discusses the classical transformation of the
differential equations of motion from physical to modal coordinates. The explicit form of the right-hand
side of this equation is determined once the vibration suppression system and the reference excitation are
characterized.
The vibration suppression system employs a robust dissipative control strategy called collocated elastic
control (CEC), since it provides stability despite unmodeled dynamics and parameter uncertainty. (See refs. 15
to 17.) Expressions for a single pair of CEC actuators that produce torques T1 and T2 (as in the demonstration
problem) are developed here, although this proce(ture may be generalized to any number of actuators.
Collocated with the CEC torque actuators are attitude aim attitude rate sensors. The actual attitu(te
at eacil of the CEC actuator locations includes the rigid-body attitude a 0 as well as tim rotational elastic
deformation. These angles are
al =a0+q)(1)q and a2=a0+O(2)q (C2)
Similarly the measured attitude rates are
al = at0 -t- (I)(1)C1 and _2 = a0 + O(2)gt (C3)
To remove the effect of the rigid-body attitude and rate, the actuators act in a differential inode. Define
a=al -a2 = Oq}= _1 - _2 (I,_ (C4)
where q) = (I) (1) -_(2). The actuator outputs are constrained so that T1 = -T2 -- W so that the CEC system
does not affect rigid-body motion. The control law has the form
W=-Gpa-Gra (c5)
where the Gp and Clr are 3 x 3 positive-definite, symmetric position- and rate-gain matrices. Symmetry of the
gain matrices is guaranteed implicitly by the following decompositions:
T
Gp=GTGp and Gr =G rGr (C6)
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The 12uniqueelementsof thedecomposedgainmatricesGj, andGr arcthedesignvariablesg. Thus,
where0 < 9i <- 200.
o oI o o]Gp= [_11_ 93 0 and Gr = |gs 9!) 0
Lgl 95 96 kgm 91_ 91'2
(C7)
The 2n x 3 matrix B is given by
I°JB= _(o)'r (C14)
The closed-loop eigenvalues, which are used as constraints in the opt, imization process, are the eigenvalues of
matrix A.
The response x(t) of the closed-loop system to a reference excitat.ion dictates the required vibration
suppression torques. This reference excitation was chosen t.o be a bang-bang type, minimum-time rotational
maneuver given by
U(t) = u 2 = urea x (_f/2 < t < t.l') (C15)
u3 o (t > tf)
whet(, Umax is the Iilaxilnlllil applied maneuver moment given by
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4
u,._x = =J %f (('16)
,}
The ('k)se(l-h)(q) equations of motion are written with equation ((?I). Vor now, the reference maneuver is
given as some moment. U applied at a point. The closed-loop elastic equa.lion of motion, which is obtained by
considering both the referent(' maneuver and the (?EC system, is
+ D_I + Aq = (I)(0)Tu + q)(1)TT1 -5 (I)(2)TT2 (C8)
where the 3 × n mode-slope matrices _(0) _(1) an(t (I)(2) (:o_lt.ain rotational componcnt.s of the eigenve(:tors
at the point of al)t)li(:a.tion of the maneuver moment U Ctll(t at the two CEC t.()r(tue actuator lo('ations. Fr(nn
(I) = (I)(l) _ (i)(2), equa.t.i(m (CS) can |)e written as
+ Ddl + Aq = q)(°)'ru + q)TW (C9)
By substitution for the ('ontrol law (eq. ((?5)) and use of equation (C4). the ck)sed-loop equa.t.ions of motion
|)CCOIIIC
/i + D_ + Xq = ¢,(°)_ u (CH))
wlwre t)ositive definite matrices D all(t A are
= D + q(VG,._I, /
(ca 1)
This system may easily 1)e writ.ten in sl.ate-space form as
= Ax + BU (C12)
for the 2n states x = (qT', dtT)7' The 2n x 27_ mat,fix A is
I°A= -A
Here, u i represents components of the nm.ximum mancmver monmnt, t.f is the maneuver time, J is tlm spacecraft
inertia matrix, and af is the vector of (small) desired at.tilude angles. (The reference excitation, which (h3)ends
on J, is different for each repetition of the controls analysis.) The initial orientation angles and times are
assuined to be zero. Maneuver parameters tf and af remain fixed throughout the optimization t)rocedure.
The reference maneuver only exists to simulate a realislic dist, url)anc(, to ttle spacecraft. Thus. the mass of the
maneuver actuator (assumed to be zero) is never changed.
The actuator mass is determined by solving equation (C 12) for the respolise x(t) and then calculaling from
equations (C4) and (C5) the actuator torque W(t), which is a function of x. The respons(, is given by
jr0 tx(t) = exp(At)x0 + exp(At) exp(-Ar)BU(r) dr (C17)
Evahmting the convohltion integral yields
A 1 [ exp(At) - I] Bu,,mx (0 < t < if 2) ]
x(t) = A I {exp(At) - 2exp[A(l- If 2)] + I} Bu,,mx (tf/2 < t < Q) } ((7718)A 1 9 2
exp(At) [exp(-Atf/_) - I] Bu,,._x (t > t f)
This expression may be used to find the torque at any tim(. l)y recalling that the CEC control law (eq. (C5))
Ina3_ be rewritten as
w(t) = I - ¢,.+] x(t)
For the demonstration prol)lem, the peak vahles of W are folln(1 simply 1)y scanning ea('h requir(,d c()ntr()l
torque history for each of the three coordinate directions f()r a sulfi('ieilt period of lime ((ftcr lh(' maneuver
ends. Limiting the search to times greater than tf all¢)x_s ca.l(:ulation of lh(' unforced response re('ursively at
minilnum computational cost (e.g., 10 sec of CPU time on the CONVEX 220). Thus.
xi+ 1 = ext)(A At)xi (i = O, 1,2 ..... _t) (C20)
where x0 = x(t.f), and At is no greater than P/2, where P is tim period of the highesl, vii)ration fl'('quency in
the truncated inodel, and nl is the number of points scanned. For the (temonstralion (:_tses, At - I)/16 and
the time histories are scammd starting at tf for a tim(" period equal to twice the t)eriod of lhe l()w(,st vii)ration
frequency.
Having identified the peak torques, the actuator mass is (telermined with a functional or empirical
relationship between torque output an(t actuator mass. For the (temonstration problem, a constant of
proportionality is assumed, and the contributions to the total actuator mass from each eoor(tinate direction
are
(ml, m2, ma) "1'= 2]tIT(w_, tt,._, w:])'l = 21_./TW* (C21)
where u,7 I,,,i(t*)l is the peak torque (,courting at tim(, t* for the ith coordinate directi()n, and MT is
the constant of proportionality between mass and torque output (M 7, - 1.0 lt)m/ft-lbf = 0.334 kg/N-m). The
factor of 2 exists because there are two CEC actuators. The actuator tnass then is
*_/acl = lttl + m2 + /IP3 (c22)
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Appendix D
Computer Implementation
The integratedcontrols-structuresoptimization
procedureis inlt)leInentedas a batch job oil a
CONVEX 220 computer. The procedure consists of
a set of FORTRAN codes that are linked by oper-
ating syst('m conmlands and by input and output
(I/O) files. The operating system on the CONVEX
computer is a derivative of UNIX, and tile command
language interpreter is similar to tim C shell (csh)
available on many machines. Table 2 contains a list
of all FOI/Tt{AN codes and their I/O files.
The t)atch job developed for the current research
is useful as a model of a generic optimization pro-
cedure for coupled, multidis(:iplinary optinfization
l)rot)lems. This batch job can be modified to ad-
dress a variety of ('ontrols-structures integrated de-
sign (CSID) optimizatioIl t)roblems. Figure 12 is a
list of the batch submittal file, and figure 13 is a
conceptual flowchart that ext)lains the operation of
the batch job. In figure 13, the rcctanglcs represent
FORTIIAN t)rograms, the diamonds represent logical
tests, the heavy lines indicate normal (lata flow, and
the dashed lines indicate a shortcut, which is used
whenever possible. The numbers in parentheses be-
side the flowchart correspond to numbered comments
in figure 12.
The command language implementation scheme
has a nmnbcr of advantages over the traditional
programming language (e.g., FORTRAN) implemen-
tation. This is a time-consuming procedure (e.g.,
one demonstration problem required about 25 hr of
CPU time on the CONVEX cotnputer). This com-
mand language ilnplenmntation facilitates monitor-
ing, restarting, and debugging the process. Since
each execution of each FORTRAN program creates
new outtmt files, a simple list of file names and times
of creation is used to deduce the state of an execut-
ing process. At the same time, any output file can t)e
examined or printed to obtain inforination about the
progress of the optiinization. If the optimizer or anal-
ysis routines do not at)t)ear to be operating correctly,
the process can be stopped and restarted a.t. the cur-
rent step or at. a previous step. To restart at the
beginning of any cycle, only the files "VARIABLE,"
"M.act," and "history.old" need to be e(tited to con-
tain the design point, the initial est.imate of actuator
mass, and tile history of previous optimization cy-
cles. If the t)rocess stops abnormally, then files such
as the Engineers Analysis Language (EAL) input an(t
output files, which normally are not printed, are ex-
amined for the cause of tile failure.
A final advantage of this command language im-
plcmcntatiLm is computer resource management. As
each FORTRAN execution is completed, the batch
job condenses tile outi)ut and deletes as many files as
possible. Thus, complete information is available for
debugging when the process stops abnormally, but
the disk space is saved when the process executes
normally. The filtering tools availab](' in a UNIX-
based operating cnviromnent (e.g., "gret)" ) are used
to extract a summary of information in each output
file before the file is deleted. (See fig. 12.)
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Table 1. Eigenvahms Calculated During Optimization Cycle
in Demonstration Case 1
These cycles represent the initial and final conditions-
and one intermediate result; bold-face type indicates
repeated eigenvalues
Mode no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
Eigenvalues for-
Cycle 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
17.6
37.7
71.5
86.7
86.7
89,0
156.8
407.5
407.5
442.0
530.1
787.6
1114.0
Cycle 6
0
0
0
0
0
0
34.0
123.1
195.9
272.9
310.4
310.4
333.6
661.3
1524.0
1531.0
1531.0
1914.0
2797.0
Cycle 27
0
0
0
0
0
0
18.2
36.6
75.5
85.1
85.1
101.8
159.4
325.6
399.1
399.1
506.1
821.{)
1114.0
1350.0
1350.0
1387.0
1387.0
2588.0
2588.0
2600.0
4954.0
4954.0
5216.0
5264.0
5264.0
6733.0
9102.0
1320.0
1320.0
1360.0
1360.0
1871.0
2061.0
2531.0
2O
Table2. FORTRANProgramsWith CorrespondingInputandOuttmt
FilesUsedby CSIDProcedure
Progrtmllallle
preeal
EAL version324
posteal
MACT
dN1ACT
gsebld
ot)t,imz
Input files
M.act,modes.old,
VARIABLE,eal.oht
eal.in
eal.out
modes.dat,actcon.dat,
VARIABLE
modes.dat,actcon.dat
history.old,VARIABLE
gse.dat,cderv.dat,
actcon.dat,VARIABLE
modes.dat
DESVARBL,FIXEI)PAI/
history,new
Output files
modes.dat,cal.in
etd.out
nlodes.dat,gse.dat
actmass.out.Nl.act
history.new,cderv.dat
DESVARBL
VARIABLE,M.act
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Cycle
I GIobalderivatives I
Cycle
Structures
Controls
Global derivatives I
Linear
approximation
(a) Conventional CSID procedure. (b) Alternate CSID procedure that uses global
sensitivity equations.
Figure 1. Optimization approaches for coupled controls-structures integrated design (CSID) problems.
• 3-axistorque actuator
Figure 2. Reference configuration of geostationary platform with three-axis torque actuators.
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I Estimate
IS,ruc,ra,na,_sis]_Mac,
-ICon_ro'sana,_sisI
Mact
i
Figure 3. Flowchart of iterative procedure for coupled analysis.
r, Mac t e, _, J, g
t t
I Structures I I c°ntr°ls I
t t
Ms, co, _, J _,, Mac t
Figure 4. Input and output quantiti(_s for contributing analyses.
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(a) Optimization history of mztss of actuators, structure, and total geostationary platform.
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Re (X)
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-.034 I I ] I I I
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Cycle number
(t)) Optimization history of maximum closed-loop eigenvaluc compared to its allowable value. Constraint
is initially violated.
Figure 5. Results of demonstration case 1.
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Radius,
cm 6
41
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Truss size
0 Bus elements
- [] Antenna elements
<> Support elements
- ZIIZIIIZIIII
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Cycle
(c) Optimization history of structtlral design variable values.
Position
gains
Diagonal entry
xlO 3 0 1
8 [] 2
.........
t
4
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Cycle
(d) Optimization history of position-gain matrix vahles. Diagonal elements of G t, are shown.
Figure 5. Contimm(t.
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gains
Diagonal entry
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- [] 2
<>3
4O
30
20
10
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Cycle
(e) Optimization history of rate-gain matrix values. Diagonal elements of Gr arc shown.
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(f) (-)pt,iniization tiistory for mass o1' actuators and tot;al mass.
Figure 5. Concluded.
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Figure 6. Optimization history of mass with rest)ect to optimization cycle in (]enlonstration cas(, 2.
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Figure 7. Comparison of optimization histories of demonstration cases 1 and 2. These cases start from
different points in design space and converge to equivalent designs.
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(a) Mass of actuators.
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(b) Real part of maximum closed-loop eigcnvalue.
Figure 8. Comparison of actual computed values of selected outputs of coupled controls-structures analysis
with linear approximation to those values.
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Figure 9. Comparison of optinfization histories of denionstration case 1 with GSE and conventional
approaches.
1.5 IT
3.0m
Figure 10. Typical t)ay of truss structure for reference configuration.
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• Actuator locations
V Mode number 10
Eigenvalue = 88.74
Mode number 11
Eigenvalue = 86.74
Figure 11. Typical mode shapes for eigenvectors of repeated eigenvahms.
3O
#! /bin/csh
#@$-o output -eo -nr
#
# INITIALIZATION
#
# copy input files to scratch disk
#
date
if ( -f actcon.dat ) then
echo RESTART do not copy anything
else
echo copy all files needed for optimization
cp -/eal.new eal.old
cp -/M.act M.act
cp ~/VARIABLE VARIABLE
cp ~/FIXEDPAR FIXEDPAR
cp -/history.old history.old
cp ~/preeal preeal
cp ~/posteal posteal
cp -/MACT MACT
cp ~/dMACT dMACT
cp ~/gsebld gsebld
cp ~/optimz optimz
cp -/actcon.dat actcon.dat
endif
rm L*
rm modes.dat
@ numopt = 0
(9) new cycle?
Repeat the outer loop as long as a file "VARIABLE" exists
while ( -e VARIABLE )
reset counters
rm DESVARBL
@ cycle : 0
@ ealcnt = 0
@ macnt = 0
#
# (5) converged?
#
# Iterate between EAL and MACT until new mass of actuator
# and previous mass of actuator are close enough
# Repeat inner loop as long as file "M.act" exists
Figure 12. Batch submittal file for implementation of CSID procedure with UNIX conmland language.
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note: inner loop terminates abnormally after 7 calls to EAL
or after 50 approximations to EAL output
while ( -e M.act )
@ cycle++
echo CYCLE $cycle
if ( Sealcnt >= 7 ) then
echo MACT output
cat actmass.out
exit 1
endif
if ( $macnt >: 50 ) then
echo actmass output
cat actmass.out
exit 1
endif
#
# (i)
#
#
# (2)
#
#
EAL PREPROCESSOR
preeal
echo preeal completed
mv M.act mass.act
if ( -e modes.dat ) then
ACTUATOR MASS CALCULATION
use estimated frequencies
else
@ macnt++
echo start MACT approximate analysis $macnt
MACT
echo MACT completed
grep "mass" actmass.out
mv modes.dat modes.old
EAL Structural Analysis
calculate actual frequencies
@ ealcnt++
echo start EAL full analysis $ealcnt
~eal/ea1324/ea1324 <eal.in >eal.out
echo EAL completed
rm L*
Fip4urc 12. Contimmd.
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#
# (3)
#
#
#
#
POSTPROCESSOR
cat eal.outlgrep -v DATAigrep -v EX
echo Prepare input to actmass
posteal
echo posteal completed
(4) ACTUATOR MASS CALCULATION
>eal.log
echo Calculate actuator mass
MACT
echo MACT completed
grep "mass" actmass.out
mv modes.dat modes.old
endif
end
echo converged
echo DESIGN VARIABLES
cat VARIABLE
echo Structures model
grep " J:" eal.in
echo Structures output
cat modes.old
#
# (5) END INNER LOOP
#
echo
#
# (6) dMACT needs modes.dat to estimate f.d. derivatives
#
cp modes.old modes.dat
dMACT
echo Controls output
cat actmass.out
echo dMACT completed
#
# (7) gsebld assembles and solves GSE
#
echo output from gsebld
gsebld
echo gsebld completed
Figure 12. Continued.
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#
# (8) Global derivatives are in a file named "DESVARBL"
This file not produced if design is feasible and objective
stops improving
@ numopt++
echo BEGIN OPTIMIZATION $numopt
if ( -e DESVARBL ) then
cat DESVARBL
rm VARIABLE
else
exit 1
endif
(9) check maximum number of optimization cycles
if ( $numopt >= i0 ) then
optimz
echo FINAL CYCLE optimz completed
echo output from optimz
cat OPTRESLT
echo HISTORY of OPTIMIZATION
cat history.new
mv history.new history.old
echo completed
exit 1
else
optimz
mv history.new history.old
echo optimz completed
echo output from optimz
cat OPTRESLT
endif
#
# if modes.dat exists - the inner loop will skip EAL
rm modes.dat
#
#
#
date
end
END OUTER LOOP
Figure 12. Concluded.
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Figure 13. Flowchart of CSID procedure with CSE approach. See table 2 for FORTRAN programs and
figure 12 for numbered comments.
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